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ABSTRACT 

Lotto type Ushak Carpets have a distinct place and a unique progressive culture in the history of weaving.  

Since the beginning of the 16th century, churches, palaces, monasteries, kings and the nobility bought these 

carpets in Eastern style carpets and by spreading them in their churches and castles, they made these 

carpets a sign of prestige, wealth and status. Lotto carpets in Northern European Painting are frequently 

portrayed by prominent painters. The popularity of Anatolian carpets, which began in 13
th

 century with the 

Seljuks, grows due to the portrayal of Lotto type Ushak Carpets -namely 16
th

 – 17
th

 century for the West- as 

a sign of prestige and wealth in paintings. These carpets became famous in the Dutch Golden Age Painting, 

and the paintings in which these carpets were used as decorative element are examined in this study. 

 

KEY WORDS: Dutch Golden Age, Painting, Lotto type Ushak carpets 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Ushak Carpets, placed by the experts in different categories such as Early-Age or Classical- Age within the 

framework of geographical, political and commercial interaction between the East and the West, displayed 

in museums and collections around the world today, have a distinct and well-deserved place. They are high-

quality and highly appreciated carpets with their colours and patterns. They are often followed by European 

nobility, churches, and Westerners’ dreams of possessing a flying eastern carpet. Furthermore, they are 

given as a present to western palaces and nobility by the Ottoman palace in order to strengthen the political, 

economic and commercial relations.  

Early-Age Ushak Carpets were woven in looms in houses by Turkmen women spontaneously with 

traditional patterns. “However, as the demand is high for these carpets due to their pattern design, they are 

ordered in large numbers and therefore, they are no longer traditional products but have become commercial 
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products. We classified them as Workshop type Early Period Ushak carpet weaving under the following 

names: Transylvanian Ushak Carpets, Ushak Carpets in Holbein paintings, Ushak Carpets portrayed in Lotto 

paintings, Ushak Carpets with bird motifs, Çintemanili Ushak Carpets( Kayıpmaz, N. TodayUşak Carpets 

from History, para.15). 

In the early times, Ushak Carpets portrayed with various patterns are found in the paintings by Italian 

painters, followed by Dutch and German painters. Some Ushak Carpets take their names from the painter by 

whom they are portrayed, while others are classified as Orientalist Carpets and recorded in this category. 

The carpet style that reflects our main theme is named after Italian Renaissance painter Lorenzo Lotto 

(1480-1556), as they were portrayed in his paintings, and therefore recorded under his name. The carpets in 

his paintings enabled the long forgotten Venetian painter Lotto to be remembered in the 20
th

 century. 

 

1. Lotto Type Ushak Carpets In  Italian Painting 

The earliest known depiction of the carpet type stylized with arabesque in yellow on red ground is made by 

Sebastiano del Piombo( Fig.1) in 1516. As far as we know he was the first to represent such a carpet in a 

painting ( Mills,J. 1983). 

These too have been extensively surveyed (Ellis, G. 1975). They clearly came to Europe later than the two 

previous types, the first appearance in a painting being in Sebastiano del Piombo’sCardinal BandinelloSauli 

of 1516 or just possibly in a painting by Lotto of 1509 (Rome, Galleria Colonna).  

Italian painters depicted the eastern carpets equal to the worth of a bronze sculpture or a painting by a 

prominent artist, mostly in ecclesiastical paintings as laid under the crown of St. Mary and the infant Jesus. 

Occasionally, they were also displayed as decorative element on tables, consoles and walls in the portraits of 

popes, cardinals, noblemen, wealthy men and traders (Galafassi, P.&Boncompagni, F.&Amstey, M. 2012). 
 

Venetian painter Lorenzo Lotto depicts similar borders twice in carpets with Sauli’spattern ground. He also 

depicts the same type of carpet in an altarpiece named “The Alms of Saint Anthony” (Fig.2) in San 

Giovanni Paolo church in Venice. He depicts an Early Age Ottoman/Ushak carpet with Kufesque borders in 

another picture of his; called “Giovanni Della Volta and His Family”, which is in National Gallery in 

London. 

 

2. Lotto Type Ushak Carpets Style 

A style of Early Age Ushak Carpet, Lotto Carpets, also called “Turkish Arabesque”,  have a pattern structure 

composed of vegetal patterns, octagons with faded contours and stylized quadric furcated cross shape. 

Despite the differences in colour and appearance, it has similar characteristics of small-scale Holbein 

Carpets. According to the carpet experts, it may be a variation of Holbein Carpets. 

The type I, or small-pattern Holbein carpet, and the Type II Holbein or “Lotto” carpets preapered the 

transition to the Uşak carpet group. More particularly, the palmette and rumi motifs in the “Lotto” type 

carpets were continued and further exploited in various forms in the medallion Uşak carpets ( Aslanapa, 

O.,2005-1986). 

Although they look very different at first glance, vegetal patterns are dominant on these carpets which keep 

the same scheme. Faded octagons and quadrifurcated shapes lose their characteristics in first Holbein style 

carpets, and faded patterns are formed a result of tyingrumi and palmettes loosely and symmetrically. 

Triangular leaf patterns below and above are newly developed patterns. Most of them are compositions of 

yellow on red ground, yellow rumipalmetteson dark blue ground (Aslanapa, O. 2005). 

In the 17th century Dutch Art, the most frequently found Anatolian carpet in geometrical style was the 

carpet style called ‘Lotto’. It was admired by the Italian, Spanish and Portuguese painters since 1520s and 

though it was found rarely in Dutch Painting until 1615, it became popular in the next 60 years.Ellis 
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distinguishes three principle design groups for Lotto carpets: ‘Anatolian’ style (Fig.4- 5), ‘Kilim’ style 

(Fig.3), and in between ‘Ornamental’ style (Figure 6) in terms of ground design  ( Galafassi, P. 2013) 

The borders of these carpets (‘gocasuları’ in Ushak dialect) have different designs from one another. The 

most common styles are, ’cloudband,’ border (Chinese cloud) as in the first carpet below, ‘cartouche’ border 

as in the second picture, and “Kufesqueborder” ones where Kufesque calligraphy was stylized as a 

decorative pattern(Uşaklıgil,S.,2013). 

There are many different styles such as cloud patterns reminding of Classical Ushak carpets, and cartouche 

shaped and curly different styles along with the Kufesqueborder pattern (Aslanapa, O., 2005)
 

Carpets with Kufesqueborder pattern in the early Renaissance Italian Painting are hardly encountered in 

Dutch Painting. Nevertheless, cartoucheborder pattern is depicted very frequently. 

The first type of small patterned Holbein carpets and the second type Holbein or Lotto carpets paved the 

way to transition to Ushak Carpets. Especially, palmette, rumiand medallion patterns on carpets linked to the 

name Lotto have been continuously applied on Ushak carpets.(Aslanapa, O. 2005).
 

 

3. Lotto Type Ushak Carpets In Dutch Golden Age Painting  

Dutch Painting, which only allows the use of a few colors with limited pigments, created a perfect depiction 

of carpets owing to its own painting techniques. The painters do not paint the surface of the painting 

directly; they apply a multi-layered technique instead. While they draw the pattern in the lower layers, they 

consolidate the drawing with gray, nude or soil colors. They apply the third layer with intense colors to 

construct a detailed layer. They embellish the carpets by means of techniques such as glaze, softening the 

atmosphere and transitions.  

Dutch painters of Dutch Golden Age Painting (17
th

c.) utilized carpets as a workshop setting more frequently 

than Renaissance Italy, Spain, Flemish and English painters (towards the end of the second half of 16
th

 

century)( Galafassi, P. 2013).
 

In Golden Age Netherlands carpets are too expensive to be used on the floor in everyday life. Due to the 

laws of Protestant ecclesiastical paintings were not allowed. Therefore, there are no paintings representing 

the tapestries laid under ‘the feet of the Virgin on the throne’ (Galafassi, P. 2013) According to the public 

opinion, such valuable carpets cannot be used to walk on and they cannot be a source of pride. However, 

carpets are frequently encountered in the portraits of wealthy merchants or the heads of civil or military 

troops, in everyday life, in the household of middle class people and in a few mythological themed 

paintings, and numerous still-life paintings. Carpets are rarely depicted as laid on the floor in Dutch Painting 

but they are usually depicted on the tables or consoles, except for a few portraits of Princes of Orange. 

Carpets are given to the painters to be used as a decorative pattern in personal or family portraits. They are 

sometimes leased to the artists by the artisan guilds. Therefore, it is usual to observe the same carpets 

depicted in the paintings of different contemporaneous painters. These carpets are depicted in the paintings 

of interior spaces of wealthy merchants’ houses and military or civil institution as an everyday life object. 

The Dutch Guild of St Lucas may have leased some of its carpets to its members. J. de Bray’s painting 

depicting the members of Guild of St Lucas is an evidence for the leasing. (Fig.7) There was not a single 

carpet nor any other luxury items such as harpsichord weaving and silver tray in the inventory of successful 

painter Vermeer, who lived a wealthy life compared to his contemporaries  (Galafassi, P. 2013)
 

Lotto type Ushak carpets started to appear in Dutch paintings after 1543. Although they appeared very rarely 

at the beginning of the 17th century, there are lots of successful depictions in the paintings by post 1610 

Golden Age painters that have existed from Golden Age until today. Although some of them are depicted in 

ecclesiastical or mythological paintings, these carpets served to create an exotic atmosphere. They were 

mostly depicted in portraits whereas they became indispensible elements in landscape and still-life painting 
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1610 onwards. These carpets depicted in portraits and landscape paintings not only for their color textures 

but also for their role as a symbol of wealth and status for the viewers.Despite the political and economic 

significance of portraits, carpets add a visually enriching effect.  

The first person to number the Western painters who depicted the ‘Lotto’ carpets, a type of Early Age Ushak 

Carpets, is Wilhelm von Bode, who made an inventory in 1902. He states that Lotto carpets in Dutch 

painting were depicted mostly in the 17
th

century and the use of them diminishes towards the end of the 

century. Von Bode publishes the list of painters who depicted this type of carpets, without a systematical 

reference (Ydema, O.,1991). 

Dr. Brigitte Scheunemann was the first person to produce a scientific inventory including a systematical 

census of the paintings of the painters and stating their place and collections. She bases her work on Von 

Bode’s inventory and updates his inventory. The main basis for Scheunemann’s classification of Lotto 

carpets is the borders of the carpets. This classification is a very useful primary source in terms of 

categorizing and subcategorizing different borders and pattern designs. In his book called Lotto Pattern as a 

New Trend in Carpets” Charles Grant Ellis categorizes the carpets as “Anatolian, Kilim (rug), and 

Ornamentalstyles”(Ydema, O.,1991)in terms of their ground design. In his book “Lotto Carpet in Western 

Paintings”, Dr. John Mills included 44 paintings in his list, 17 of which belonged to Italian painters.  

According to OnnoYdema, even if we take only Lotto carpets into consideration, there are at least 190 

paintings in Dutch Painting still existing today (Ydema, O.,1991).
 

 

3.1. Anatolian Style 

When Charles Grant Ellis’ categorization is taken into consideration, one of the Early Period Ushak Carpets 

/ Lotto style; ‘Anatolian’ Style are regarded as the oldest Lotto carpets based on their ground pattern design. 

These type of carpets are encountered very rarely in Dutch Art between 1540 – 1610. However, they are 

depicted frequently by many painters between 1610 – 1670(Ydema, O.,1991).
 

Paintings by painters such as; Balen, Brueghel, Baen, Coques, Duck, Van Dyck, Floris, Francen, 

Gheeraedts, Jordaens, Key, Kick, Lievens, van Mieris, van Oost, Teniers regarded as examples for this 

group ( Fig.8).Apart from the ‘Anatolian’ style Lotto carpets, Gerard van Honhorst, a painter from this 

period, depicted two more unique Lotto types such as cartouche border on red ground and blue ground. 

‘Anatolian’ style gradually disappears from the paintings 1670 onwards. 

We have the information that the earliest example of, “Anatolian’ style, Lotto type Ushak carpets in Dutch 

Golden Age Painting, belongs to 1543, and there are 59 carpets of this style according to the records. 

 

3.2. Kilim (Rug) Style 

“Kilim” style, Lotto type Ushak classification was made for the first time by Dr. May Beaattie and later it 

was adopted by Charles Grant Ellis. It is a variation of “Anatolian” style and the earliest example in Dutch 

Painting existing today is a portrait painted in 1544 by an unknown artist. “Kilim” style Lotto carpets( Fig.9) 

started to spread rapidly in Dutch painting between 1584 and 1700. Van Linschoten, van Balen, Brueghel, 

TerBrugghenvan der Burgh, Coques and Duck (who also depicted other styles of Lotto carpets just as 

painters Brueghel veHonhorst) are some of the painters depicting the “Kilim” style. Furthermore, as it 

became popular,painters such as Duyster,Fabritius,Gallis, Gheeraedts, Van der Meer, Ochtervelt, Steen, 

Terbourch, Vermeer veWeenixalso depicted them in their paintings. 

According to the records, the earliest example of “Kilim” style, Lotto type Ushak Carpets belongs to 1543, 

and there are 50 carpets of this style with different border designs. 
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3.3. Ornamental Style 

The third group is “Ornamental” style, which resembles to Anatolian style more than the “Kilim” style. It is 

characterized by having additional hook and curves along the edges of “arabesque” octagons. It displays 

regular repetitions. 

This type of Lotto Ushak carpets are depicted by a small number of painters. The earliest example is an 

1614-1615 dated painting called “The Feast of Achelous” (Fig. 10) by Flemish painters Brueghel and 

Rubens. 

“Jan van Ravesteyn, Bronchorstve Gabriel Metsu. Metsupaints Lotto carpets in at least 13 paintings. The 

carpets are mostly painted very vaguely or just a small part of the carpet appears in the painting. Despite the 

vagueness, it is easily marked that all the carpet patterns in Metsu’s paintings are taken from the same type 

of carpet. Experts generally agree on the fact that, based on the carpets in National Gallery London (Fig.11) 

and Musee Fabre (Fig.12),this carpet type is “Ornamental” style.” (Ydema, O.,p.29-31) 

The earliest examples of “Ornamental” style, Lotto type Ushak carpets started to appear in paintings in 16th 

century in Northern Painting. Experts state that it is in the 17
th

 century that “Ornamental” style carpets were 

widely depicted in the paintings. 

Today, there are 23“Ornamental” style carpets, which are the least depicted among others. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Carpet weaving is an art that Turkish people discovered out of necessity and brought from Central Asia, 

from where they immigrated due to ecological, sociological and economic reasons. 

 In the Ottoman times, the most famous carpets were produced in the upper basin of GedizRiver, an area 

surrounded by Simav,Şaphane, Murat and Burgaz and Bozdağmountains. The most famous carpet weaving 

centers were Uşak, Kula, Gördes, an area covered by fast flowing Demirciand Selendi Rivers. 

Probably, from the beginning of the mid-15
th

 century a carpet industry was established around Ushak based 

on partly “homemade” carpets in order to meet the demand for “Turkish carpets” by Europe. The 

assumption that they were produced in the workshops is based on the fact that many carpets have survived to 

this day. However, it may be the case that the carpets of this area were being exported more than other areas. 

Most common patterns in the carpets existing today are “Lotto” or “Arabesque” style. Most of them are 

attributed to Ushak (Inalcık H.,2007).
 

The specific feature of old Ushak carpets is their shag pile structure. The carpet gives people a feeling of 

walking on the soft grass. For this reason, these carpets are preferred by English and Dutch people who live 

in humid regions ( Atalay, B.,1967).
 

These carpets, which were indispensible elements in the houses of the wealthy bourgeois class of the North 

in the 16
th

 and 17
th

century, had great impact on Painting. In Dutch Golden Age, a carpet laid on or under a 

table or a console reflected the prestige and status of that person. Therefore, Early Period/Lotto carpet is a 

symbol for the deserved worthiness ofa person with great merit. 

However, as it is observed from the sparsely knotted carpets with less color range used in art studios, 

cheaper carpets started to appear in the market in the second half of the 17th century. Cheaper carpets 

brought from Iran and India by frequent marine transportation and the developments is Dutch weaving 

workshops may have been the reasons for the decline of these carpets. Dutch painters’ long-time interest in 

carpets had disappeared by the 18
th

 century. 

Lotto type Ushak carpets lose their prestige and status as luxury items symbolizing wealth and status for 

wealthy, upper class people, and in time, they are forgotten. 
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Figur4: «Anatolian field & «cartouche» border. XVI.Tappeticlassicid’Oriente del XVI e XVII secolo. 

M Tabibnia. 

 

 

 
 

Figur5: Turkish. Ushak. Lotto. «Anatolian» field & «kufesque» border. XVI. St Louis. 

 

 

 
 

Figur6: Turkish. Ushak Lotto “ornamented& «cartouche» border” style. 
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Figur 8: Jan de Baen, Portrait of Mr. 
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Figur 10: The Feast of Achelous, Peter Paul Rubens, Brueghel the Elder, Oil on wood; 1615 

Metropolitan Museum of Art, NY. 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Gabriel Metsu, A man and a Woman seated by a Virginal, 1665,Oil on oak, 38.4 x 32.2 cm, 

Oil on oak,TheNational Gallery, London. 

 

 
 

Figure 12: Gabriel Metsu,Man writing a letter, 1658, Painting - oil on panel, 25 x 24 cm ,  Musée 

Fabre. 
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